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Current Policy Elements
As of May 2014
Policy 1: Fuel cost sharing
For trips out of the region of Norfolk, Suffolk and Cambridgeshire car drivers will be encouraged to
participate in a joint cost scheme. However, individual drivers may wish to make their own arrangements
with their passengers. The exact arrangements should be agreed upon before departure.
Policy 2: Expenses for Reccys
When a walk leader is Reccy’ing a walk to be lead for the Hike Norfolk, he or she is entitled to claim
mileage for a single vehicle in getting from his/her home address to the walk start and back again. The
mileage rate will match that currently offered by Norfolk Area.
The maximum mileage that can be claimed for a single walk is 120 miles for the round trip. If travel
expenses are required for a greater distance, then this will be required to be approved by the group council
before the journey is made.
Whilst this money is available, it is suggested that this only be claimed by those who would suffer hardship
in the cost of making the journey, as the group is unable to afford the expense claims for Reccy’ing all of
our walks.
Policy 3: Withdrawal from events where expenses have been incurred
If a member has agreed to go on an event for which expenses have been incurred (for example
accommodation bookings, event fees) and then for any reason is unable to attend, this member will remain
liable to pay these costs in full, unless the member himself/herself is able to transfer the booking to another
member who meets the criteria for the event.
There will be no responsibility for the event organiser to facilitate such a transfer, so the arrangements
would have to be made by the withdrawing member.
Policy 4: Non attendance of a walk or other event
If a member has stated on the forum, or by other means, that they will attend a walk or other event, and
subsequently decide that they will not attend, then every effort should be made to inform the walk leader of
the change of plan, so that the event start is not delayed by waiting for a non-attending member.
Policy 5: Age limits
In keeping with Norfolk Area’s policy of any Norfolk member being able to walk with any group, Hike Norfolk
does not impose any age upper age limit on the walks or events that it runs.
There is a minimum age limit of 18 on all events, although younger participants can be permitted at the
discretion on the event leader, but only when accompanied by an adult who will be responsible for this
person at all times.

Policy 6: Dogs on walks
In general dogs are allowed on Hike Norfolk events, but in every case a member planning to bring a dog
should check that the walk leader is happy for dogs to be brought along. The walk leader has the right to
state that no dogs will be allowed on a particular walk. Anyone bringing a dog on a walk should take care
that their dog is kept under control at all times.
Policy 7: Joining the Rambler’s
Once a potential new member has been on three walks with the group, they would be expected to join the
Rambler’s before coming on any further walks. No walker will ever be stopped from walking with the group
due to non-membership, but such a person should be encouraged by the walk leader to join as soon as
possible.
It will furthermore be part of the job of the secretary to seek out people who are due to join, and encourage
them to do so!
Policy 8: Adoption of the Rambler’s Walk Leader’s Checklist
Hike Norfolk formally adopts the Rambler’s Association Walk Leader’s Checklist as best practice for walk
Leaders on its walks. (See below) Should the be changed at the 2011 General Council, the new checklist
will automatically be adopted.
Policy 9: Multiple Ids on forum
It is not acceptable for any member to have more than one website forum account. There is one exception
to this rule in that forum administrators may have one non administrator account for testing purposes.
Whenever this account is used for posting, it should be made clear that this is a test post.
Policy 10: Walk Leader’s Report form
All walk leaders will be required to download and print a walk leaders report form, to be completed at the
start of each walk. The form will list all participants of the walk, it is recommended that the walk leader fills
in the expected participants before arriving at the walk start. Against each name will be a set of tick boxes,
as follows: Member, trial member and guest. The walk leader should tick the appropriate boxes against
each name and after the walk, send the form to the secretary.
Policy 11: Ramblers Code of Conduct
All members / non-members taking part in the activities of Hike Norfolk should read and abide by the
Ramblers Code of Conduct which is available to download from the Hike Norfolk website.
Policy 12: Hike Norfolk Forum - Walk Planning
Only walks led by Hike Norfolk or other Ramblers members, and aimed solely at Hike Norfolk members,
trial members and guests may be posted in the Walk Planning section of the forum, with the exception of
joint walks with other groups which may be posted with the agreement of the committee. Other posts may
be removed at the discretion of the committee.
Policy 13: Hike Norfolk multi-day trips
Hike Norfolk run a number of multi day trips every year. Due to the nature of these trips, there may be
preconditions in terms of walking ability and equipment required which will be published in advance.
Members will be booked on to these trips on the understanding that they accept any preconditions and at
the discretion of the trip leader. Usually, there will be a maximum number of places advertised, and it will
generally not be possible to exceed this. On trips with a fixed number of people, paid-up Hike Norfolk
members will be given priority.
Policy 14: Committee role duration
The maximum period a committee member can stay in any particular role is three consecutive years. After
this, they can stand immediately for any other committee role, and after a year may stand again for the role
that they held for 3 years, holding it for further period(s) of 3 years if elected. However, if a committee
member is due to vacate a role after 3 year and no-one else is nominated, then the committee member
may stand again for another year.

